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Chapter 481 Ready to Destroy! 

"Ready to destroy!" 

OOOOH! 

The drums of battle only became louder as the forces around the Infernal Lord continued to increase. 

The auras of beings that were all in the Domain Expansion Realm appeared around the Infernal Lord 

continuously, with many of them fitted in matching armors and weapons that only added to their 

fearsome aura. 

From those clad in items drenched in Chaos, some could be seen with armors that blazed with the 

element of fire, and most recently appearing beings caused the forces of Dark Expanse to rub their eyes 

in shock at the armor they adorned seemed to actually be releasing an aura of...fate! 

Fate! Forces that came from an Infernal Lord actually released the blinding gold aura that Celestials 

were known by, giving a huge shock to the World Rank experts that were leading the forces of the 

Verittas Fortress as they spread out their auras to see if their eyes were deceiving them. 

But it was genuine as around Noah, numerous Spiritual World Beasts, Calamities of the Sea, and even 

some of the humans and beasts from his homeworld and the Beast World that were power leveled to 

the Domain Rank stood around him powerfully! 

An enormous Draconic Fire Behemoth appeared to steal the show as he towered over 50 meters in the 

void of space, Draco appearing with all of his glory as a golden armor actually wrapped around the 

entirety of his body, the Set Item from the Fate Behemoths actually fully adapting to whatever the form 

of the wearer was, causing a shimmering enormous golden dragon to appear magnificently near Noah. 

Kazuhiko was also one of the few clad in a Fate Item Set, his hands dual wielding to beautifully inscribed 

long blades as his eyes could not contain their excitement. The Imperial Phoenix was next to him in her 

humanoid form as she adorned a similar set, those being lucky enough to receive the newly forged Item 

Set from Fate Behemoths being truly blessed as its boosts were nothing to scoff at! 

Kazuhiko was still incredulously looking over every single description of the four items as his gaze went 

towards the description of the Set Item itself. 

[Raiment of Fate’s Guard] :: An Item Set made from the materials of Fate Behemoths. Contains dual 

swords, breastplate, briefs, boots, armguards, and helm. Varying levels of boosts are given when the set 

items are worn simultaneously. 2 Set Items- Every time an enemy falls from the hands of the one 

wearing the Raiment of Fate’s Guard, a Fate Charge is gained. 1 Fate Charge grants +30% All Damage 

Increase, +30% Chaos Resistance, +30% All Element Penetration, and expires after 10 minutes. 4 Set 

Items- After collecting more than 10 Fate Charges, Blades of Liberation begin to descend for every Fate 

Charge thereafter. 6 Set Items- Each Fate Charge brings with it two Blades of Liberation that follow the 

will of the user for as long as the Fate Charge remains. The expiration time for Fate Charges increases to 

20 minutes. 



Kazuhiko’s pupils were shaking as he read over the descriptions of the full set bonus again and again. In 

his mind, he was just imagining how everytime he defeated a being, the set bonus of this item set would 

allow him to gain a single Fate Charge that brought with it two Blades of Liberation and a huge boosts to 

his power. 

The more beings he defeated thereafter, the more charges and autonomous Blades of Liberations that 

would surround him! His mind was imagining a scene where tens of Blades of Liberation followed his 

every command as he descended into battle, his single figure surrounded by numerous golden swords! 

OOOOOH! 

"Ready to serve!" "Ready to Destroy!" 

The yells of the Infernals only took him out of his stupor as his eyes looked forward, his expanded senses 

just being able to feel the rushing force and essence of many beings nearing them. 

The Celestial Legion was here. 

RUMBLE! 

A wave of power spread out as the appearance of the enormous golden warships became visible, many 

more appearing thereafter as Noah’s face finally showed more than just an impassive expression, his 

body rising higher in the void of space as a sparkling blue armor appeared around him. 

He adorned Hydromancer’s Mantle as a brilliant blue light pulsed from him, his thoughts then letting the 

ability from the Fledgling Aether Terror run free as [Aether Emission] was let loose, the purple energy of 

Aether beginning to leak out and swirl around him menacingly! 

He also let loose the active ability of the Hydromancer’s Mantle, the [Hydromancer’s Banner] that gave 

an all around buff to those that could be considered to be moving with him. 

RUMBLE! 

This caused for a spectacular scene to occur throughout the Verittas Fortress, every single being that 

was standing against the Celestials gaining a unique blue runic symbol above their heads as an 

enormous rectangular blue transparent banner appeared above Noah’s head. 

Commanding Mage Turner and the other powerful World Realm experts felt this change and slight boost 

to their power as their attention was taken once more from the appearing Celestial Legion and to the 

Infernal Lord shining with brilliant colors in the void space, their thoughts collectively being the same as 

they stared at this unique being. 

’Just what type of Infernal Lord are you?!’ 

No answers would arrive to them at this moment as Noah was not done, even more abilities being cast 

as this was one of the few times where he could actually go all out. It was a rare opportunity to let loose 

and farm an abundant amount of loot, Fate Lines, and Chaos Particles that he would not let it slip by his 

fingers so easily! 

RUMBLE! 



[Chaotic Mandate], the ability from the Agent of Chaos skill tree that allowed him to be adorned in an 

armor of chaos similar to the Empyrean Armament of the counterpart law of fate skill tree was initiated 

as above the worn Hydromancer’s Mantle, the appearance of a dark armor erupted forward. 

The blue and purple resplendence of colors was dyed dark as the aura of Chaos spread out fully, Noah 

also freely releasing the Chaos Particles swirling in his Chaos Field as his presence just continued to get 

brighter and brighter in front of the Verittas Fortress! 

He was practically and arrogantly screaming to the now visible Celestial Legion- I am here! 

But even at this point...he was not done as he now began to cast the transformation skills that came 

from the numerous skill trees under his command. 

As the Celestial Legion appeared to kick off the start of a shocking battle, a single combatant was already 

causing widespread shock as the resplendence of abilities that caused the aura of this being to continue 

becoming more and more oppressive stole the spotlight of the whole battle! 

OOOOOH!!! 

Chapter 482 This isn“t even my final form! 

Already adorned with the Hydromancer’s Mantle and even the Chaos Armor from [Chaotic Mandate], 

Noah still went even further as he grandly used abilities freely, his abundant reserves of mana allowing it 

with no problems as he cast the transformation skills. 

First, above the Verittas Fortress, a bloody moon appeared that released an oppressive red light, this 

light going on to wash around everyone, but causing a particular group to look up in immense shock. 

"What the fuck?!" 

The Royal Vampyre Rokku could not help but blurt out as he saw the appearance of the Blood Moon, 

recalling skills from the Ancient Vampyres of the past as he felt the red rays of this moon bolster his 

power rapidly, as well as the powers of all the Vampyres around him. 

His shock came from the fact that this Infernal Lord also seemed to have access to the abilities of 

Ancient Vampyres that even he, a Royal Vampyre, did not have on top of every other spectacular 

abilities he had already cast! 

It was just shock after shock as even though the Mages and Wizards spread out left and right of the 

Verittas Fortress were using their own magic as they veered Mana to go through their wands and cast 

terrible spells, they did not seem brighter than this singular being that just continued to cast one ability 

after another! 

The Wizards were already summoning huge Golems and Beasts that floated grandly in the void of space, 

the Mages using magic circles as fearsome Elementals appeared with resplendent cries. 

But all of this did not cause any eyes to open in shock as this Infernal Lord continued. 

[Ancient Blood Scion] was cast first as below the layers of armor, Noah began to adopt the form of an 

Ancient Vampyre as his figure began to enlarge rapidly. 



This enlargement only became more rapid as he wasted no time, casting [Arch Demon Lord 

Transformation] and then activated the form of the [Lesser Cthulhu] thereafter! 

WAAA! 

"Ready to serve!" "Ready to destroy!" 

As his transformation took place, the Infernals below him continued their chants louder and louder, 

seemingly building up to a crescendo of noises that overtook the whole battle field! 

The arriving Celestial Legion was looking on with serious eyes as Grandmaster Onillus had a deadly 

expression, his golden eyes locked onto this figure that was showing a terrible aura unlike anything he 

had ever seen before. 

They had arrived and planned to make a grand entrance to instill fear into the hearts of their enemies 

with their numerous warships and forces, but this being stole the spotlight right away with a 

resplendent show of colors and abilities that allowed all eyes to be on him. 

In the void of space, Noah’s figure continued to expand further and further, his monstrous 

transformation of multiple skill trees hidden beneath the Hydromancer’s Mantle and [Chaotic Mandate] 

armors, the many surrounding beings only seeing his figure enlarging more and more as his 

transformation completed at a towering 60 meters! 

RIIP! 

Luminous and glistening pairs or dark red wings were the only thing erupting out of the armored body as 

the monstrous overall shape continued to be hidden by the two sets of armor wrapping around him, 

with his size continuing to shoot up menacingly! 

It was the height of commonly seen Behemoths in the Celestial Realm, a stature that took the breaths of 

many beings away as the void of space quaked and rumbled, the now gigantic figure waving his right 

hand as an enormous golden Trident of the Sea appeared in his hand. 

DING! 

The Trident of the Sea caused a ringing sound to reverberate as it resonated with the Hydromancer’s 

Mantle hidden below the [Chaotic Mandate] armor, the oppressive air and splendor that this Infernal 

Lord released only getting larger and larger as his arms moved, the enormous three pronged weapon 

pointing towards the stationary Celestial Legion a few miles away from the Verittas Fortress. 

"Ready to serve!" "Ready to destroy!" 

OOOOOH!!! 

"..." 

Instantly and eerily, the crescendo of noises from the Infernals ceased at this exact moment as the 

hearts of many felt a strong pull. 

As the show of resplendent skills and colors ceased, silence overtook the battlefield as many looked at 

the larger picture around this Infernal Lord. 



An enormous Golden Dragon that was now slightly smaller than him, thousands of Infernals patiently 

standing by, numerous figures clad in different sets of armors with each of them at the Domain 

Expansion Realm. 

The feeling of power this group gave off was immense as all the eyes on the battle field in the void of 

space was on them! 

Noah stared at the stably stationed vessels of Celestials that now stood opposite the Verittas Fortress as 

he sensed the tremendous power in his body. 

His Fire and Water Origin Cores were rotating rapidly, absorbing energy and releasing their unique 

essence which coursed through him and made him feel simply fantastic. 

His Fate Lines were expertly hidden through [Unique Origin] as only the field of chaos was apparent, the 

swirling Chaos Particles breaking past 400,000 at this moment as every single type of essence he held 

seemed to be bubbling. 

But even at this point...he wasn’t done! 

BRRRR!!! 

Horrid vibrations released from his body as he activated yet another one of his recently gained skills. 

[Size Distortion] was activated from the newly gained Fledgling Aether Terror as his body vibrated 

rapidly, his power growing ever larger as his size began to shoot up to unimaginable heights! 

Those around him watched with slack-jawed expressions as even before the war began, it seemed that 

this Infernal Lord was intent on baffling as many people as possible. 

The forces of the Dark Expanse watched, but it wasn’t only them as similar to the Battle of Geniuses, 

they had their people sending numerous feeds of what was occurring here to the upper echelons that 

were observing the progress of this first clash closely! 

From the Prime Warships of the Celestials, similar to how Grandmaster Vredral had used the vessels to 

show what was happening in the Magus World when Noah and Athena were raining down destruction, 

all the events occurring here were currently being broadcasted to the upper echelons of the Celestials! 

The grandeur of resplendent abilities that Noah continued to show...was witnessed by many as the 

name of this 9th Infernal Lord entered the minds of all watching. 

WAA! 

His size erupted up as it passed 100 meters, skyrocketed to 150 meters, and continued on until it 

stopped at 250 meters! More than 125 times larger than the height of an average man, and more than 5 

times larger than the height of even the mountainous Elite Celestial Behemoths! 

His sheer size was terrifying as every around him seemed miniscule in comparison, the wondrous colors 

being released from the Hydromancer’s Mantle, [Aether Emission], and the [Chaotic Mandate] armor 

only extenuating his figure as he pointed the now enormous Trident of the Sea towards the Celestial 

Legion, his thunderous voice being the first thing to ring out before the first battle of the Last War was 

initiated. 



"I wonder if in this battle...is that little Founder of yours watching?" 

"..." 

...!!! 

Chapter 483 Imposing! 

The words of the gigantic figure of the Infernal Lord caused shock and movements to spread throughout 

the battle field from their extreme arrogance, but they caused reverberations even further as many 

forces were ultimately watching to see the results of this first conflict! 

The Grand Mage Edrusim was surrounded by numerous powerful Mages and the faction of Wizards that 

made up the Alliance as their eyes watched with unblinking eyes, they having already done their part of 

distributing their forces and now were simply waiting to see what the results of the battle would be. 

In another location in the Dark Expanse, the Vampyre Ruler Vladivostok was watching the bloody moon 

appearing in the void of space above the army of Infernals as the sear he was on fell to the side, him 

being one of the more shocked beings as he recalled this skill from a long-forgotten past! 

It came deep within the Letalis Expanse, with its source being from the revered Progenitor itself as it 

was an ability that had only shown itself in the War of the Righteous! 

It had long since been lost in the dredges of time, along with the powerful beings that could use this 

skill. 

Yet now, it was appearing once more, and in the hands of an Infernal Lord. 

What exactly was happening?! 

The gaze of Vladivostok shook as he recalled the only location that might have answered, waving his 

hands in front of him as he created a runic magic that was the prerequisite of a portal forming. 

This was similar magic that the Vampyre King of the Underworld had used months ago to send a special 

someone into an Ancient Blood World, and Vladivostok was trying to do the same now as his thoughts 

led him to quickly check this Ancestral Ground that was all the Vampyres had left at this moment for 

answers. 

Hid essence moved as he watched the runic circle complete with anticipation, but was shocked 

thereafter as when the red portal began to form while seeking a connection to the targeted ancestral 

world, it trembled and fizzled halfway through...not being able to form a connection! 

"...!" 

Vladivostok looked towards the failed connection of the Ancient Blood World he knew so clearly as his 

gaze turned ashen. 

He tried again and again, but the magic that allowed him to form the portal with the Vampyres’ own 

Ancestral World was actually not working anymore! This led Vladivostok to believe that something had 

happened with the Ancient Blood World, and this Infernal Lord being shown in front of his eyes should 

have some connections to it! 



What exactly had happened? Why was he able to use the skills of their Ancestors? Vladivostok would 

get to the bottom of this, even if he had to offend the dignity of an Infernal Lord! 

The scene moves from the questioning Vampyre Ruler and goes into the wondrous Celestial Realm 

where yet another figure was watching the arrogant words of the Infernal Lord, a pristine wine glass in 

his hands as his wild countenance had changed. The Founder was not in the wildness of the Celestial 

Realm as he sat in a paradisiacal expansive hall that was filled with the colors of gold everywhere one’s 

eyes wandered to. 

He sat in a pristine golden throne as he enjoyed food that very few could ever taste in their lives, the 

feed of the Verittas Fortress being displayed clearly from the Prime Warships of the Celestials in front of 

him. 

This being was living the dream of all the big bosses- simply sending out his people to work hard and his 

behalf as he reaped most of the rewards. It was a truly rare position that very few could have the chance 

to enjoy. 

There was an unnatural smile on his apathetic face as he heard the words of the Infernal Lord, curious 

words leaking out from his mouth. 

"The 9th and weakest Infernal Lord actually entered the Celestial Realm and saved those little rats 

earlier? Now that’s just not fair, don’t you think?" 

He was alone in the expansive golden hall, but seemed to be questioning something or someone as he 

continued! 

He recalled the same red moon that had appeared when his palm was descending down towards the 

rats that had entered his cage, now confirming the identity of the being that saved them to be this 

Infernal Lord. 

This was one of the more shocking thoughts that were spreading through the minds of many of the 

knowledge beings that could connect the dots- they found the identity of the being that actually stood 

against the Celestial Founder to save others not too long ago, and it was actually an Infernal Lord! 

The question in many beings eyes was how this happened and why! How was he able to so quickly react, 

and why did he dave those particular beings? What history and connection were they missing? 

Questions upon questions entered the minds of many as they watched the initial scene of the first battle 

of the Last War, the Founder himself continuing his monologue in the golden hall. 

"A creature of chaos created to oppose me, you shouldn’t have any driving emotions but 

destruction...hah, what exactly are you trying to do?" 

His voice was as if it was directly questioning something, but he continued to be alone! 

"You block me at every turn and stop my advancements for your own entertainment, but do you really 

think creating an anomaly of an Infernal Lord will help all that much? I’m very close you know. I can..." 

The gaze of Founder was bright as he reached his hands out as if grasping something only he could see 

in front of his eyes. 



"I can...almost touch that point now. I’m almost there. When I reach that point...I’ll be breaking out of 

your influence fully!" 

RUMBLE! 

His strong voice reverberated out as only he knew the target of these words, his apathetic eyes turning 

to the feed of the Verittas Fortress as a smile curled on his lips. 

"I’m watching, little Infernal Lord. Give me a show." 

Chapter 484 Like Moths to a Flame 

Grandmaster Onillus heard the impetuous words of the Infernal Lord as his eyes blazed red with anger, 

the disrespect directed towards the Founder being something he could not tolerate! 

"Destroy them all." 

His words were simple and filled with wrath, the command going out to all the Prime Warships as the 

vessels had their World Cannons meant to destroy stationary worlds aimed and loaded, destructive red 

rays of light beginning to shoot out of the many Warships! 

RUMBLE! 

The forces of the Dark expanse were prepared as the aura of World Rank being erupted out, shimmering 

shields of all sorts of colors being created as the rushing rays of destructive lights met resistance. 

If one took a larger view of the battlefield, they would notice many of these beams of destructive red 

light aimed towards the mountainous 250 meters Infernal Lord that stood imposingly! 

To defend against this first attack by the collection Celestial Legion, the Wizards had pulled out their 

powerful wands as rays of red lights released from them and converged together, fully defending 

against the rays of light through sheer numbers and power as they worked with the World Realm 

experts. 

Noah himself looked at the destructive rays of light that he once saw descend on the Lost World, this 

time their power not feeling all that oppressive for him as these rays that could destroy a world...he 

raised his Trident of the Sea towards them as numerous beams of plasma were released from the 

weapon! 

These beams of plasma were actually dark in color because of the abilities under the [Agent of Chaos] 

that layered his attacks with the power of Chaos. 

This also proved to be useful when it came to the rays of Aether that his identity as Crixus had cast as a 

Celestial, his enormous eyes watching carefully as he cast [Sever] and saw the released rays being 

balefully dark in color, their aura of Aether enveloped and reinforced by the power of chaos as they 

looked like terrible dark rays of light! 

WAA! 



What followed thereafter after was a wondrous scene of red rays of light meeting chaos rays that 

shattered the void of space, Noah going the route of offense being the best defense as his own attacks 

thundered forward! 

"HMPH!" 

A snort rang out in the battlefield as from the numerous Prime Warships, golden figures began to fly out 

and rapidly fill the void of space. 

The golden figures were quickly overshadowed as the even larger numbers of beings from the Prime 

Worlds of Light Expanse also made their appearance. At the forefront of all of these forces, Grandmaster 

Onillus had his eyes shining with a gold splendor as he stared at Noah. 

"You all can have any of the other World Realm Commanders, but this childish Infernal Lord...is mine!" 

Words of the Grandmaster with more than 3 million Fate Lines reverberated strongly as a gold aura 

began to permeate around him and fill everything in the surroundings! 

His eyes were dead set on Noah as the other World Rank Grandmasters and the single World Rank 

Expert from the force of the Prime Worlds had the Royal Vampyre Rokku, Commanding Mage Turner, 

and the Dark Wizard Shanora on their sights. 

Each side had forces that spilled over hundreds of thousands, the numbers of those standing on the side 

of Celestials being slightly more as it was packed with beings across the chosen Prime Worlds of the 

Light Expanse. 

OOOOOH! 

"Ready to Serve!" "Ready to Destroy!" 

The Infernal Legion had begun chanting again as they saw the appearance of the many figures, feeling 

the smell of battle and blood lust as their weapons called for destruction! 

Noah’s eyes snaked across the void of space as he observed all the forces, everyone currently on a 

standstill as the staredown before everything turned into a scene of hell continued for another few 

seconds. 

If things went according to plan, the forces would rush towards each other as the powerful World Rank 

figures from Celestials clashed with their respective matches on the side of the Verittas Fortress, and the 

moment these powerful figures began falling, the direction of the war would be decided! 

Since the Celestials had more powerhouses at the World Rank, the side of the Verittas Fortress would 

soon be overrun as the Experts on the other side could simply group up to attack and destroy. Thus, the 

figures of the Dark Expanse were feeling some worry! When the two forces rushed towards each other, 

this scene of chaos would be one where the Celestials could take the most advantage of, and even 

possibly grant them a victory! 

As Noah stared at the hundreds of thousands of beings, especially the golden shining Celestials that 

were placed at the very center of these forces- his eyes flashed a dangerous excited color. 



To him, these many beings represented an expansive amount of loots and something even bigger- Fate 

Lines! 

His heart was screaming out for him to take all of these Celestials out by himself if he could, and feeling 

his heart tell him this, he wanted to make it a possibility...and so he did! 

"Haha, let’s play!" 

His words were the spark that caused the forces of the Celestial Legion to begin rushing towards them, 

those from the Dark Expanse staying tightly around the Verittas Fortress as they fortified their defenses. 

The moment Noah’s words finished though, his mountainous 250 meter figure disappeared from its 

position...and shockingly teleported right at the center of the Celestial Legion that was rushing forward! 

Right at the very center where most Celestials were located! 

Grandmaster Onillus at the forefront who was already rushing towards Noah felt this change as he 

turned back in shock, his wrathful face screaming out as he turned directions quickly. He wasn’t the only 

one as two other World Rank Grandmasters saw this, their eyes quickly communicating with each other 

as they also turned and went towards the Infernal Lord! 

"Vile creature!" 

The Infernal Lord has shockingly teleported to the very center of the hundreds of thousands of enemy 

forces, at the heart of the Celestial Legion where most Celestials were clustered. 3 World Rank Experts 

were heading his way as he smiled and spoke out slowly, his mind curious of a few things. 

[Domain of Chaos] [Domain of Water][Domain of Fire] [Sea Domain] [Desecrate] [Essence Disruptor] 

[Destabilize]... 

He released numerous Domains from the Laws he had control of as well as the buffing and debilitating 

Sea Domain from the Hydromancer’s Mantle as the mile around him became a terribly hellish place to 

be in for any of his enemies. The [Desecrate] and other abilities that affected enemies and surrounding 

space were going even more overboard as terrified looks began to appear on the faces of Celestials that 

were affected, their bodies feeling the horrendous effects! 

At this junction when Noah stared at the thousands of Celestials trying desperately to put up their 

defensive abilities and the attacks from three rushing World Rank Grandmasters, his mind was actually 

curious to know how beautiful his next skill towards them would be. 

He was naturally thinking of the extremely powerful and overly reinforced [Sever] that from a single ray 

of purple-blue Aether, it could now erupt with numerous rays of Aether that were drenched dark from 

the Chaos Element, and had even gained the quality of chaining between enemies from the [Aether 

Chain Support]! 

He wondered just how spectacular the sight would be of this extremely destructive ability being 

constantly spammed amidst thousands of Celestials who would in no way have a result to defend 

themselves! 



The result...would cause the three converging World Rank Grandmasters to have shivers run down their 

spine as Noah spammed the command of [Sever] in his mind, essence bubbling as blinding rays of dark 

aether overtook the battlefield! 

Chapter 485 Too OP! 

In a bold and shocking move, the 9th Infernal Lord had teleported in the direct center of the Celestial 

Legion as the surging momentum of the entire force was disrupted, three World Rank Celestials 

changing their directions as their bodies rushed towards him! 

Even though Noah had abruptly teleported, his commands were relayed seconds before as the Infernal 

Legion moved forward orderly, their sharp weapons getting ready to clash with the coming army. 

The Emperor Penguin, Draco, and all the others were also shooting forward with vigor as they finally got 

a chance to enter the same battlefield as their master! 

The feelings they had currently were those of extreme happiness, the one wish that many of them 

longed for so long actually being achieved today. 

OOOOOH! 

Reverberations spread out across the void of space as essence converged in the bodies of hundreds of 

thousands, but all of this seemed minimal when one looked at the dark armored body of the 9th Infernal 

Lord that had begun releasing truly destructive dark rays of light from his hands. 

RUMBLE! 

The dark rays of light were rays of Aether that were drenched in the Law of Chaos, at their base having 

the terrible power of Aether that was backed by numerous support skills! 

All of these support skills would make for a terrible sight as at first, 6 dark rays of light shot out and 

instantly neared 6 unlucky Celestials, their eyes filled with terror as because of already cast abilities like 

[Desecrate] and the numerous Domains that Noah had cast, they could not even move their energy to 

raise their defenses. 

They watched with terror-filled eyes as the dark rays of light struck them, their bodies being hit with a 

violent energy that tore them all nearly in half as their lives were ended instantly from the combination 

of Aether and Chaos, those that were unlucky enough to not die being hit by the [Fatal Ailment Support] 

that caused the energy of Aether to ravage their bodies until they died! 

But what was truly horrendous...was the scene that followed thereafter as from the bodies that looked 

like they had their strings cut, the dark rays that had hit them...actually snaked to nearby Celestials as if 

they had their own wills, as if they were somehow attracted to their bodies, swiftly connecting with the 

surrounding beings in a chain reaction! 

ZAP! ZAP! ZAP! ZAP!!! 

The chain reaction looked like a dark line that zigzagged from one Celestial to another, each time it 

made a connection causing a being to face their death as a truly fear-inducing scene opened up in front 

of Noah’s eyes. 



From the 6 rays of Aether, more than 60 Celestials were hit and chained as they all died no matter if 

they were at the Void or Domain Realm, and Noah’s body had already released more than 12 rays of 

Aether a second later as he constantly spammed the [Sever] ability! 

WAA! 

Grandmaster Onillus watched with a wrathful face as in the midst of Celestials, dark rays of chaotic 

essence that chained from one Celestial to another began to spread wildly, droves of Celestials dropping 

like flies thereafter as these rays seemed unstoppable. 

"Vile Creature!" 

He screamed put as his body glittered gold, in the space around him the appearance of ridiculously large 

golden spears came to life as they thundered towards the figure of the Infernal Lord. 

The other two World Rank experts released their own attacks, space creaking as the energies of four 

World Rank experts were released in the surrounding space! 

"Haha!" 

ZAP! ZAP! ZAP! 

Wild laughter was the only thing that met their attacks as Noah continued to release rays of Aether that 

chained from one Celestial to another, his happiness not just stemming from the beautiful ability, but 

because of the numbers of Fate Lines that had begun to shoot up rapidly! 

The percentage under the Law of Fate constantly began to change in eyes as every moment a Celestial 

fell, it jumped higher and higher from the effect of [Fate Stealer]. 

RUMBLE! 

The attacks of the three World Rank experts reached his heavily armored body as a majority of them 

were simply deflected off, only a few managing to even pierce the swirling armor of Chaos as they hit 

the Hydromancer’s Mantle below that. 

Onillus looked on with increasing fury as their attacks did not even reach the body of the Infernal, their 

bodies feeling pain in turn as they shockingly received Reflective damage from the abilities of Sea 

Domain! Onillus’s body began shining even brighter as he healed himself and prepared to release an 

attack that could be considered an Ultimate one, his fury reaching insane levels as too many things he 

didn’t understand occurred in this battle! 

The defense of Noah that Onillus and the others were baffled by was actually something simple, as he 

was truly boosted by too many defensive abilities from his transformations, but especially the ones from 

Hydromancer’s Mantle that tripled his defense in this area where he released [Sea Domain]. He was so 

reinforced that he would be shocked instead if the World Rank Celestials had managed to pierce his 

armor on the first try. 

They had to put some time into it! 

OOOOH! 



"Ready to Serve!" 

From the distance, the battle cries of the Infernals could be heard as Noah’s hands continued to rain 

down dark rays of Aether that reaped the lives of Celestials every second, his body taking on numerous 

attacks from three World Rank experts as he was not bothered by it one bit. 

It was a shocking scene in the battle field as one could observe a 250 meter tall figure reeling dark rays 

of light that wiped away hundreds of Celestials every few seconds, his body tanking the attacks of 3 

other World Rank experts with ease as his chilling laugh of enjoyment rang out across the Void of space! 

It was at this juncture that the bodies of the three Celestial Grandmasters shone the brightest, the 

varying number of Fate Lines in the millions rising from their bodies as behind the wild Infernal Lord, the 

palpating appearance of an enormous golden spear that was over one hundred meters materialized. 

With Onillus at the center, the Celestial Grandmasters pooled in their essence to create a singular 

enormous spear from their combined powers, this single spear thundering down towards the Infernal 

Lord and finally tearing through his defenses as it rapidly rotated and drilled into his body with a 

splendor of gold, happy expression finally appearing in the eyes of the Grandmasters as they observed 

the spear to enter the chest of this Infernal Lord! 

This was a spear that contained enormous amounts of the essence of Fate, something deadly to Infernal 

Lords that were drenched in the Law of Chaos. It pierced through the heavily armored chest of the 

Infernal Lord with its tip appearing drenched in blood clean through the opposite side. 

With this attack, they had effectively heavily injured this monstrous figure, seeing a clear path ahead as 

he would be weakened to great degrees hereafter, right? 

Right?! 

"Haha!" 

A wild laughter was all that met their happy expressions as even with an enormous spear piercing his 

chest, the mountainous Infernal Lord did not spit out blood or even stop the casting of his skills, the only 

thing changing being that his aura was becoming even more menacing, the Celestials not knowing they 

had pushed Noah to cast his next terrible skill. 

He could be considered injured yes? So all he had to do was to heal himself. Now shockingly, there were 

a large number of beings running away from him that fit his requirements for healing very well, their 

minds already in disorder as he cast the wide area ability he had just gained for the first time. 

It was an ability that would even cause the enthralled watching forces of the Dark Expanse feel shivers 

down their spine, an ability that would actually come to be commonly known in the future as one of the 

loved skills of the 9th Infernal Lord...it was [Domination]! 

Chapter 486 Rivers of Blood in the Void of Space 

The Vampyre Ruler Vladivostok was watching with squinting eyes at the live feed of the battle, his eyes 

honing in on the person that had taken a central position in this battle already, the being who could 

somehow cast abilities of Ancient Vampyres from a long forgotten era! 



He watched with shocking eyes as an enormous golden spear pierced from the back and through the 

chest of the Infernal Lord, rising from his seat with worry for the battle as this was a lethal attack in his 

eyes. 

The Infernal Lords were drenched in the law of chaos, and getting a spear filled with fate essence 

piercing their bodies like this meant they had taken heavy damage. 

Yet under the eyes of many, the Infernal Lord actually laughed as his body was pierced through! 

No scream of pain or wrath from taking heavy damage, but a laugh! 

This was because his body was rapidly gaining more and more Fate Lines on top of the ones he already 

had, the law of fate having a home in his body- so how could it harm him in a lethal manner? 

The injury was one he would consider light, but it was still an injury nonetheless so Noah chose a 

straightforward way to heal it. It was through...Domination! 

[Domination] (5/5) :: The eyes of the Fledgling Blood Ancient release a dominating light that enthralls 

any with weak souls. The bodies of the dominated can then be controlled to either replenish the Blood 

Ancient with [Blood Bag], or deal damage to surrounding enemies by [Blood Bomb]. 

Under the watchful gazes of numerous beings, the appearance of red eyes beneath his armored head 

could be seen as a single word spread across the void of space with clarity! 

[Domination]. 

RUMBLE! 

On the 250 meter tall body, the dangerously bloody eyes were now particularly vibrant and visible, a red 

light releasing from them as it went on to sweep to the thousands of Celestials still remaining in the 

surroundings. 

Vladivostok watched this light being released from this Infernal Lord as his body trembled, his heart 

having seen very few figures use such an ability in the past! 

What Vladivostok didn’t know was that this ability was not even passed down through Noah the normal 

way, but unlocked from his own methods through the unique Skill Points that made skill trees possible. 

The trembling eyes of Vampyre Ruler watched on as anywhere the red light passed. The beings caught 

within began trembling as their eyes turned cloudy. 

The three World Rank Celestials were also affected by this red light, but their bodies shone gold as they 

pushed it out and regained their clarity. The same could not be said for the numerous other Celestials 

though! 

Anywhere the red light passed, the beings that could not fully defend their souls fell under the influence 

of [Domination] as their eyes turned glossy, their gazes turning blankly to the enormous Infernal Lord as 

he gave a single command in his mind to all those who had fallen under his control. 

He could either choose Blood Bomb or Blood Bag, and he chose the latter as he found its effects did not 

defer too much from the former! 



Numerous powerhouses watched on as the beings affected by the red light began ballooning up as 

something wriggled out of their bodies...each of them shockingly bursting into a shower of blood as a 

gory scene overtook the battlefield. 

POP! POP! POP! 

In the expansive void of space, one could hear a sound as if popcorn was popping loudly in a microwave, 

but the things popping were the powerful beings at the Void, Soul, and Domain Rank as regardless of 

their realm- if they fell under [Domination], their bodies ruptured in a shower of blood as it began 

flowing in a straight line towards a laughing Infernal Lord! 

"Haha! Haha!" 

The laugh reverberated throughout the void of space as many beings watched rivers of blood forming 

from the thousands of beings affected, the mouth of the Infernal Lord opened wide as these rivers of 

blood rushed in endlessly! 

The ability of [Blood Gourmet] was amplified as Noah tested the blood of powerful beings in proportions 

he never before imagined, his mouth gulping down numerous times. 

Among those watching, Vladivostok looked on in shock as he affirmed his thoughts about this Infernal 

Lord having traits of an Ancient Vampyre as he watched him devour rivers of blood, observing as his 

body began to shine a brilliant shade of red, the place where a golden spear had pierced beginning to 

wriggle and reform as the aura of tremendous life force leaked out. 

It was life force from too many powerful beings that was absorbed by a single one, the sheer scope of it 

causing the entire battlefield to turn into a lul as the truly powerful beings pulled themselves back to 

observe the battlefield on a larger scale. 

To their shock, they found that by the time that this Infernal Lord had teleported amidst the forces of 

the Celestials and the single minute that followed, he had gone off a reign of terror that had actually 

decimated more than half of all of the forces of Celestials that were on the battle field! 

The eyes of Grandmaster Onillus turned crazy as he glanced around the battlefield and saw the empty 

void of space filled with bones, numerous Celestials that were not in the scope of influence of 

Domination still scrambling away fearfully. 

Onillus realized that since the beginning of the battle, his forces and even himself had just been 

scrambling around the palm of this singular Infernal Lord, and more than half of all the Celestials 

brought to this War had already died in the span of less than a minute! 

A minute! 

RUMBLE! 

The vibrant color of red shone luminously from the 250-meter mountainous body as a primal yell of 

enjoyment and destruction was released from Noah’s mouth. 

"OOOOOOHH!!!" 



The roar echoed through out the void of space as the eardrums of weaker beings burst, the brilliantly 

red eyes of the Infernal Lord now turning to the wrathful expressions of three World Realm Celestial 

Grandmasters that could do nothing to stop him while he obliterated more than half of their forces. 

As his cells screamed out from the enjoyment of devouring rivers of blood, his origin was screaming out 

joyfully as imperceptible wisps of gold light that signified the Fate Lines taken from all the Celestials he 

had defeated continued to enter his body! 

When he observed the stat panel in the corner of his eyes, it shockingly showed constantly changing 

numbers that just continued to shoot higher and higher, the current total number of Fate Lines having 

already passed 1,582,295! 

1,582,295!!! 

Just from the massacre of thousands of Celestials from varying levels of Void to the Domain Expansion 

Realm, more than 1 million Fate Lines were added, his percentage in the Supreme Law of Fate quickly 

shooting past the 10% mark! In a matter of a single minute! 

Ah! 

Who could call themselves a genius in front of such a sight?! 

Who could say they are talented in the Law of Fate if they knew what this single being had added more 

than a million Fate Lines in just a minute?! 

Could the numerous exclamation points written even get across this point of grandiosity?! 

It was ridiculous, improbable, and simply scary! 

Noah’s eyes that were filled with bloody fervor landed on the wrathful World Rank Celestial 

Grandmasters as his abilities finally moved towards them, his body rumbling with joy as he moved to 

singularly battle against three World Rank Experts! 

Chapter 487 A Penguin Leads the Way! 

As the shocking scenes around Noah continued to play out, with his mountainous figure now turning 

around to pay attention to the three World Rank Experts after he had erased more than half of all the 

Celestials on the battlefield, the battles between the other figures were also resuming or starting with 

intensity! 

There were in total 7 World Rank Experts from the Celestial Legion, and as 3 of them had grouped up 

against the Infernal Lord, there were 4 freely running rampant as they collided with the forces of the 

Verittas Fortress. 

Even though Noah had fully disrupted the battlefield, there were still hundreds of thousands of forces 

that moved forward under the command of those above them to clash with each other! 

Among those moving, the single World Rank Expert that wasn’t a Celestial, Master Brightstar, had a dark 

expression as his shining saber clashed against the magic of the Commanding Mage Turner. 



The Commanding Mage had summoned a spectacular fire elemental that he stood on, blue and red 

flames equally covering this Elemental’s body as Turner himself stood atop it releasing terrible spells of 

the Fire Element. 

The tens of thousands of beings from the many Prime Worlds also came in contact with the opposing 

Mages that stood with Turner, beginning battles of their own as a chaotic battlefield fully bloomed in 

the void of space! 

In another location, A World Rank Celestial Grandmaster clashed with the Dark Wizard Shanora, his cast 

of an enormous Blade of Liberation stopped by a floating Dark Golem that Shanora stood on with an 

enthralled gaze, her eyes occasionally going to the mountainous figure of the Infernal Lord as hidden 

thoughts coursed through her mind. 

She waved her Wand towards the Celestial Grandmaster as spears of darkness bloomed in front of her, 

keeping this World Rank combatant busy as the Wizards around her also clashed with the forces of the 

Celestial Legion in the area. 

Another World Rank Celestial was being kept busy by the shocked and buffed Royal Vampyre Rokku who 

was enjoying the boosts of the recently appearing blood moon in the void of space, his mind in disarray 

as he observed the abilities he had only heard about in history be utilized by an Infernal Lord! 

The forces of Vampyres he had with him were actually holding the toughest and tightest defense against 

the Celestial Legion because of this unexpected boost that remained in the void of space, a blood world 

blooming from Rokku’s hands as he prepared to trap the Celestial Grandmaster and finish him on his 

own turf. 

Rooku, Shanora, and Turner were each able to match 3 World Rank Grandmasters, but this still left one 

Celestial Grandmaster running freely as no combatant of the same realm came to match him from the 

Verittas Fortress! 

His eyes were cold as he carried with him two dual shining blades of light, cutting down lower ranked 

forces from the Dark Expanse like flies as he neared Verittas Fortress with tens of thousands of beings. 

This gap in defense would be deadly if it wasn’t quickly filled, and Commanding Mage Turner was about 

to send commands to distribute more forces to hold this rampant Grandmaster back which would cause 

more lives to be lost. But he did not get a chance to do so as in front of the advancing Grandmaster, the 

Infernal Legion appeared strongly, going towards the tens of thousands of beings as they released 

fearsome war cries! 

"Ready to serve!" 

OOOOH! 

"Ready to destroy!" 

OOOOH! 

A clash instantly erupted as the Celestial Grandmaster raised his hands high and prepared to unleash 

deadly skills upon the Infernals that only had ten Domain Rank experts at their peak, but his gaze was 

filled with the appearance of new beings as he actually felt a threat appear in front of him. 



His eyes squinted as he observed the figure of an armored penguin appear, his body reacting to the aura 

of chaos released from this penguin as even more figures with similar auras appeared around him. 

The other two were women, one tall with long legs and the other with a shorter stature, but their bodies 

still released the dreadful aura of Chaos! The Grandmaster could actually observe particles of chaos 

rotating around the bodies of the three figures akin to that of a storm, and it was this that made his 

body feel a threat! 

These three figures were further reinforced as Kazuhiko, the Imperial Phoenix, the Kraken, and 

numerous other Spiritual World beasts appeared and surrounded the World Rank expert. 

The others were either adorned in armors that actually released an aura of fate or had an aura of 

Infernals, their eyes locking towards the singular Celestial Grandmaster as they boldly prepared to stand 

against a being an entire realm above theirs! 

Such a feat was normally left to their Master, and it became even harder when one reached the peak 

levels where the gap between realms just seemed like an expansive gulf that could never be crossed. 

But they were confident enough to do it, and it was because each of them was receiving incredible 

boosts from two Guider Type Abilities! They were given boosts to their attack and defenses in the 

hundreds of percentages with the [Golden Guider] and [Dark Guider] abilities, their bodies also carrying 

with them the stable aura of both Chaos and Fate as they raised their weapons towards the powerful 

expert with no fear! 

RAA! RAA! RAA! 

A battle cry was released from the Emperor Penguin as he used the 6 Piece Set Bonus to the fullest and 

let loose the Chaos Storm, Elena and Barbatos doing the same as they layered three terrible storms of 

chaos to descend onto the battlefield. These three would act as the close combat fighters, with the 

others releasing attacks from the distance as they all worked together for the goal of bringing down a 

being at the World Realm, a being holding the strength of an entire World! 

But their confidence did not just come from their new boosts and Item Sets, it also came from the 

knowledge that a few of them held abilities from the Seven Deadly Sins. 

The first ability that gave them all confidence was one held by the Emperor Penguin, the holder of the 

Sin of Pride. It was [Pride Embodiment]! 

[Pride Embodiment]- When meeting foes holding a higher level of strength, the user gains the power of 

hubris itself. This power can be used to strengthen attacks or defenses. The level of enhancement is 

dependent on the true pride lying deep in the user’s heart, which could be nurtured to grow so large 

that nothing is allowed to overshadow it! 

RUMBLE! 

This single ability caused the aura of the Emperor Penguin to continue to rise nonsensically, his body 

ballooning more and more as his beady eyes shining with gold splendor, [Aura of Pride] also being on full 

display. 



With [Pride Embodiment] as well as his Item Set and boosts from the two spectacular Guider Abilities, 

he was confident of being able to withstand the power of this World Realm expert and act as a tank for 

the others! 

RAA! 

Chapter 488 So What?! 

As the Emperor Penguin looked forth arrogantly, his body rushed towards the Celestial Grandmaster 

with no fear in his eyes as he chose the straightforward method of attacking. 

But one should not forget that the holders of Wrath, Gluttony, Lust, and Greed that four Harbingers held 

were also present in this battle! 

Kazuhiko’s eyes flashed as he used [Emperor of Greed], the two golden swords in the hand of the 

Grandmaster that were going to meet the dark scimitar flashing towards him from the arrogant penguin 

actually disappearing, the two glowing blades appearing in Kazuhiko’s hands as they changed 

ownership! 

His body shone with the luminous gold splendor of the Item Set that released strong waves of Fate 

Essence as he struck forth with his newly gained weapons. 

The Kraken felt the enormous amounts of wrath in the battlefield as it used [Wrath Absorption], [Rage 

Empowerment], [Anger Avatar], and [Fury Channeling] consecutively, its wriggling body expanding 

rapidly as visible rays of destructive red light shot forth from it. Its anger, its misgivings, all the 

unfairness it felt in the past- it released it all as a deadlier attack than any that had come before! 

The Imperial Phoenix and Barbatos waited for a prime opportunity to utilize their own ultimate skills as 

they leashed out attacks of their own, these Harbingers actually taking and controlling the pace of the 

battle against a being an entire rank above them as they fought in a fashion never before seen. 

Aside from the Harbingers and other beasts surrounding the World Rank Grandmaster, a particularly 

mountainous Draconic Fire Behemoth, the young dragon Draco, was breaking the sound barrier and 

swallowing the figures of celestials and any that came around him whole, his huge figure moving 

through the void of space with utter impunity! 

ROAAR! 

The eyes watching from the shadows looked on in shock at this sight as in a grand hall that Edrusim was 

in with many Mages who were monitoring the state of the battle, bustling discussions occurred as they 

observed the spectacular scenes playing throughout. 

"Even if it is in groups...being able to withstand a being an entire realm higher is exemplary!" 

"Exemplary? It shouldn’t even be possible!" 

"...just who are these armored beings the Infernal Lord released?" 

Numerous questions and discussions took place as the pace of battle was analyzed, the appearance of 

beings with spectacular Item Sets that showed off improbable levels of strength for the realms they 

were in taking the attention of many. 



But the singular figure that remained at the center of attention for everything was the Infernal Lord 

himself, the being that was standing against three World Rank Celestials! 

BOOM! 

His mountainous figure waved the dangerously shining Trident of the Sea to sweep down at 

Grandmaster Onillus, who in turn stood firm as he projected a transparent golden shield that was 

shattered at the moment of impact! 

The other two Grandmasters rained down golden spears and Blades of Liberation as they also released 

pure Fate Essence in efforts to overwhelm the chaotic Infernal Lord, but they found that even when his 

body was bathed in the golden aura of fate, he didn’t seem to be taking any injuries! 

[Armageddon]. 

They heard a simple word that was followed by the shaking of space itself, the blue region filled with the 

[Sea Domain] around them turning a tinge of red as it turned hellishly hot in a matter of seconds. 

Above them, the appearance of Flaming asteroids rushed towards the golden shining World Rank 

Celestials as their expressions hardened, using the profound power in their bodies to reinforce their 

defenses so they could withstand the hellish environment while surviving the attacks of the Infernal 

Lord. 

It was a battle of three World Rank Celestials against a single World Rank Infernal Lord, and yet it was 

the three Grandmasters that were actually at a disadvantage as the Infernal Lord continued to 

senselessly release skill after skill as if his energy reserves had no limit! 

So what if it was three World Rank Experts?! 

So what if they each had Fate Lines in the millions?! 

Against his own power that was boosted multiple times over by numerous skill trees and items, Noah 

could arrogantly ask- So What?! 

ZAP! ZAP! ZAP! 

Numerous rays of dark colored Aether were released from him as they smashed onto the body of 

Onillus, and then went on to chain to the two Grandmasters near him before they returned to chain to 

Onillus again, over and over! 

They had a powerful golden aura of fate protecting their bodies, but every time an Aether ray chained 

between their bodies, this protective layer got thinner and thinner as their faces became more and 

more serious! 

[Ice Age]. 

After using the [Armageddon] ability from the <<Herald of Fire>>, Noah vastly changed the surrounding 

environment once more as he brought in the polar opposite, using the ability from the <<Herald of 

Water>> that causes the temperature of the surrounding regions to go towards absolute zero, 

shimmering white frost spreading out with him at the center as the Grandmasters were hit with yet 

another debilitating attack. 



"Wretched devil!" 

Grandmaster Onillus howled forth while expanding more and more energy to protect himself, numerous 

attacks smashing into Noah’s body as bursts of armor erupted out, any strike that actually landed on his 

body only drawing minor injuries. 

Noah paid no attention to their attacks as whenever he became even remotely injured, he uttered a few 

words to cast yet another ability from the <<Herald of Flames>>, it was [Rejuvenating Flames] that 

caused gold-colored Flames to appear next to his injuries as they became rapidly healed thereafter, his 

dominance over the pace of the battle field continuing! 

A wide array of resplendent abilities continued to release from his body as he continued to stand against 

and even overwhelm the World Rank Experts, throwing out Chaos Orbs or miniaturized Shattered Stars 

while continuing to chain chaos-filled Aether rays between them to constantly rip apart their defenses 

and wear down their energy. 

From the wrathful eyes of the three Grandmasters, one could see a tinge of fear appearing as they fully 

realized the pace of the battle as the momentum of the Infernal Lord in front of them just continued to 

shoot higher, a single thought crossing their minds that began to only expedite the fear! 

’Are we...are we actually going to lose?’ 

...!!! 

Chapter 489 Overkill I 

The watchers that were observing this first battle of a long war actually watched on in stunned silence at 

the scenes playing themselves out in front of their eyes. 

Some portions of the battlefield could be considered what one should normally expect in a war, with 

beings of opposing but similar levels of power fighting against each other until the other side came out 

on top. 

Yet on other portions of the battlefield, the things they were seeing were enough to shatter any known 

norms! 

In one area, an Infernal Legion was cutting down any beings they came across as they sang a symphony 

of destruction with every swing of their weapons, their path paved wide open with nobody from the 

Celestial Legion to stop them as shockingly, the last World Rank Celestial Grandmaster was actually 

being held back in a tight battle against multiple Domain Rank armored beings! 

RAA! RAA! RAA! 

An Emperor Penguin valiantly took the strikes that held behind them the force of an entire World as he 

retaliated, his body shimmering with the dark aura of the Chaos Item Set while a Chaos Storm raged 

around him. 

It was tinged with wisps of gold as the immense aura of Pride also leaked out, the abilities of the Sin of 

Pride being put in full display as his very being was amplified to greater heights because he stood against 

an enemy a level higher than him! 



Kazuhiko and the other Harbingers used the gaps created by the Emperor Penguin to land terrible 

attacks as those who adorned the Fate Chaos Sets, in particular, were using the Set Boost to build up 

Fate Charges, and allowing for the appearance of numerous blades of liberation that should have been 

colored gold, but they held a mix of darkness as the abundant chaos essence they had from the Dark 

Guider ability freely flowed to their attacks. 

The World Rank Expert had no chance to slack off as he withstood attacks left and right, but this wasn’t 

the most shocking scene that was occurring across this battlefield! 

The ongoing battle of an enormous Infernal Lord that towered over 250 meters, his body clad in an 

armor releasing wisps of chaos as well as the emission of baleful Aether- it was the battle with this single 

being at the center that took all the attention as he wildly fought against 3 beings at the same realm as 

him. 

WAA! 

The enormous trident he wielded smashed down towards the central figure of Onillus as the 

Grandmaster released Fate Essence to form into the shape of huge golden palms, his Fate Lines 

rumbling as the two palms grasped onto and stopped the descent of the vibrating weapon! 

The other Grandmaster tried to use this chance to send out deadly attacks, but they seemed to simply 

be getting brushed off on the body of the mountainous figure as the numerous layers of armor he had 

on did almost all of the defending on his behalf. 

The eyes of the Grandmasters held a tinge of unwilling fear as they knew what all of the far away 

watching forces knew as the battle continued- the three of them were actually on the path of a terrible 

defeat! 

The Infernal Lord in front of them seemed to be jumping with boundless energy, his attacks relentless as 

he released one after another without any reservations. While on their side, their defenses were getting 

weaker and weaker as the abundant energy in their bodies was actually becoming depleted. 

This meant that in the next few minutes, they would begin falling one by one if nothing changed! 

Onillus knew this very well as his eyes battled the fear out to try and replace it with fury, his unwilling 

voice resounding out as his body began to burn a brilliant and even brighter gold color. 

"Burn your Soul!" 

"...!" 

Unwilling looks appeared on the faces of the other two Grandmasters at these words, but they seemed 

to have no choice as they went to the only option that could provide them a possible victory- but at the 

cost of their burning their very Origins and heavily reducing their level of power permanently! 

"Burn the Soul!" 

"Ignite your Origin!" 

RUMBLE! 



They adopted valiant faces as the strong aura of fate descended towards them, their power beginning to 

rise rapidly as they prepared to release attacks more powerful than any they had been releasing in the 

past hour. 

But would they really be given a chance? 

For the first time ever, Noah had a cruel smile as he drenched himself in the aura of Chaos and baleful 

Aether, enjoying the all-around feeling of power as he went on to cast only 2 skills that would go on to 

figuratively cause the jaws of all those watching to drop to the floor. 

The 2 skills were actually Unique Skills, ones that he had gained months ago when battling against the 

Demon Lords and Demon Kings of a now subjugated world. 

He had not put them to much use in the past months as he had designated them to the constructed 

dungeons of his homeworld, their uses being further limited as they truly only worked best when he was 

battling enemies at the same realm as him. But any time in the past few months, he had always faced 

enemies that were a realm or two higher, the effectiveness of the two unique skills not being able to 

add much as he left them to continue their assigned tasks in his home world. 

But now that he was at the World Rank, a rank that only true experts in the Novus Galaxy could enjoy, 

he saw himself putting these skills to use more and more in the future as he continued to test their 

effectiveness as well as their limitations! 

RUMBLE! 

Essence wildly erupted as his lips silently moved, the energy that the three Celestial Grandmasters were 

collecting being blown apart as around them, the figures of oppressively powerful beings were 

summoned with ease! 

Two were large and fearsome, their bodies reeking of darkness as their eyes shone red, and three were 

actually fairly small and had curvaceous figures with their bodies palpating with wicked strength. 

The jaws of many beings figuratively dropped to the floor with the appearance of these five figures as 

each of them...held the power of the World Realm! 

What followed thereafter...was simply overkill! 

Chapter 490 Overkill II 

Overkill! 

Overkill to an insane degree as with the appearance of 5 new World Rank Experts, all color drained from 

the faces of the Celestial Grandmasters. 

The ones that were in their own battles against the Experts of the Verittas Fortress or the single World 

Rank Celestial that was actually in a sorry state while being matched against an arrogant Emperor 

Penguin and other armored beasts- none of them could provide any help and support as they watched 

on helplessly! 



This was because the worlds were many, the Novus Galaxy being extremely wide. So many beings knew 

that many skills existed all around, but even they had not yet come across the abilities that this Infernal 

Lord portrayed, especially ones that allowed him to simply summon 5 combatants at the World Realm. 

Many were first asking themselves, what kind of an ability was that? But the most important question to 

them was the natural universal law that required essence in exchange for abilities, so they knew that 

logically to somehow summon creatures at the level of the World Realm, the mana requirement was 

enormous! How could this being that was already releasing skills as freely as he could over the past hour 

still be able to do something as ridiculous as this?! 

As the shock of those watching only increased, the beings in the actual predicament were trembling as 

the 5 summoned creatures at the World Rank released attacks towards them right away. 

Noah himself did not relent as he went for a joined attack that would obliterate the three Grandmasters 

instantly, his eyes glistening as destructive Portals of Terror began to appear en masse in a circular 

fashion around their figures. This was on top of the rays of Dark Aether that were also thundering down, 

ready to chain between the bodies of the three Grandmasters as many times as they could! 

Many beings watched the unfolding of all of these skills as if they were in slow motion, the other fighting 

Celestials trying to make their way over to the position of the Infernal Lord, but they were kept at bay by 

their enemies so they could only watch! 

BOOOOM!!! 

A space rending cry erupted out as the eardrums of any nearby beings burst, the weaker ones dying 

from the impact right away as their brains turned to mush. 

"..." 

Silence reigned in the battlefield as the surrounding miles around the Infernal Lord were eerily quiet. A 

mountainous Infernal Lord of over 250 meters floated in space, surrounded by two Abyss Phoenixes and 

3 World Rank Witch Slaves. In the mile around them, only the bloodied and lifeless bodies of numerous 

beings floated in the void of space. 

"..." 

The silence continued as the destructive energies around them cleared, the scene of where the three 

World Grandmaster used to be opening itself to the eyes of many as a horrendous sight played out. 

Portions of dismembered body parts could be seen in a gory show of blood and bones, the only thing 

remotely recognizable remaining being the disfigured body of Grandmaster Onillus. 

He had lost half of his body as one could notice distinct golden lines of fate trying to recreate the other 

half unsuccessfully, his bloody mouth where a few teeth remained moving in an incoherent fashion as 

only the nearest being, Noah, could hear what he was saying. 

"...my name...was going to spread across the...Novus Galaxy." 

Noah’s eyes coldly glanced at the World Rank Grandmaster that had appeared in the skies of the 

Celestial Realm not even two weeks ago. He was a whole realm higher than him then, with his strength 



seeming oppressive and out of reach. Yet this same being was lying disfigured in the void of space just a 

few days later, the time of his death nearing, and by his hands at that! 

"I- I read the flow of fate...it is not supposed to go this way..." 

The words seemed to be coming from a being that had his soul taken away, seeming devoid of any 

feeling and emotion as they just felt like ramblings. Noah looked forth as his eyes turned bright red, 

casting the wondrous ability of [Domination] on this heavily injured being as he spoke out. 

"Your name will not be remembered, and things rarely go the way we plan. You can die knowing you 

achieved nothing." 

The light of Domination erupted out as it reflected on Onillus’s dead eyes, his muscles spasming as they 

calmed down completely thereafter, his soul completely being dominated! 

Noah’s eyes then shone once more as he gave a command, the body of the World Rank Celestial 

Grandmaster exploding in a shower of blood that soon flowed towards him enticingly! 

Celestials and those from the Dark Expanse alike watched in shock and horror as in a matter of minutes, 

three World Rank Experts were completely decimated, all that remained of them being bits of blood and 

bones. 

...! 

 


